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Abstract 
Synchronization expressions introduced in [7] within the framework of the Pm-C project are 
a high-level construct which allow a programmer to express minimal synchronization constraints 
of a program in a distributed context. The study and the implementation of these expressions 
are based on their associated synchronization languages. 
Synchronization languages have been introduced in [9, lo]. They give a way to implement 
synchronization expressions and specify their semantic. These languages represent distributed 
systems whose behaviour respects synchronization constraints expressed by the programmer with 
synchronization expressions. So these languages describe all the correct executions of a program. 
In [9, lo] Guo, Salomaa and Yu propose a characterization of synchronization languages based 
on a rewriting system named R which generalizes partial commutations. This system gives a way 
to rewrite a word representing a parallel execution into a word with a lower or equal degree 
of parallelism. Guo et al. show that every synchronization language is closed under the system 
R and they conjecture that it is sufficient for a regular language to be closed under R to be a 
synchronization language. 
We show that the conjecture is true in the particular case of languages expressing the synchro- 
nization between two distinct actions. We also show that the conjecture is false in the general 
case. @ 1999-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords: Concurrency; Regular languages; Rewriting systems 
1. Introduction 
The behaviour of distributed applications is very difficult to understand and to analyse 
because of non-determinism, the absence of global states and global clocks. The need 
of models for proving algorithms in distributed environments which could be simple 
enough to be useful and meaningful enough to represent real phenomena has lead to 
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different formalisms. Petri nets represent concurrency between actions. In trace theory 
[ 1 I] a commutation relation allows to define independence between some actions and 
gives a way to obtain all the behaviours equivalent to a given sequential behaviour. 
A lot of studies have lead to extensions of trace theory by increasing the power of the 
model, in particular we can cite semi-commutations [3,4], infinite traces [5] and more 
recently, the generalized trace model which is linked to transition systems and event 
structures [2] and the use of congruences and partial orders to model concurrency [l]. 
In 1991, Govindarajan et al. [7] have proposed, within the framework of the project 
ParC, new constructs named synchronization expressions which allow the programmer 
to impose explicit synchronization constraints in parallel programming languages. The 
principal specificity of these constructs is to be used to conceive programs and not 
to study them a posteriori. For example, expressions allow to authorize actions to be 
executed in parallel (operator 1) or conversely to impose that actions occur in sequence 
(operator -) or in exclusion (operator I). 
Synchronization languages are associated to synchronization expressions and have 
been introduced in [9]. They give a way to implement synchronization expressions 
and specify their semantic. To each operator on expressions one associates an oper- 
ator on languages (concatenation, star product, union, intersection and shuffle prod- 
uct), whence synchronization languages are, by construction, regular languages. These 
languages represent distributed systems whose behaviour respects synchronization con- 
straints expressed by the programmer with synchronization expressions. So these lan- 
guages describe all the correct executions of a program. In [9] Guo et al. propose 
a characterization of synchronization languages based on a rewriting system R. The first 
part of this system corresponds to a semi-commutation which allows to put in sequen- 
tial order actions which happen in parallel. The second part of the system corresponds 
to generalized partial commutations, it gives a way to rewrite a word representing 
a parallel execution into a word representing a parallel execution with the same degree 
of parallelism. Guo et al. show that every synchronization language is closed under the 
system R and they conjecture that it is sufficient for a regular language to be closed 
under R to be a synchronization language. 
We study this conjecture in order to find on one hand a characterization of the 
synchronization languages family and on the other hand a systematic way to construct 
a synchronization expression for a given language. In particular, the last point could 
provide a way to use synchronization languages within the framework of distributed 
applications debugging, since a synchronization language may be associated to a set of 
observations. Our aim is to find the smallest subset of a language L which generates L 
under R. As rewriting system R can rewrite a word representing a parallel execution into 
a word representing a sequential execution, a language containing words representing 
the most parallel executions is sufficient to define the whole behaviour. 
First, we show that the conjecture is true in the particular case of languages ex- 
pressing the synchronization between two distinct actions. In this case we give a way 
to obtain, for a given language, a generator which can be factorized into very simple 
regular languages. From this factorization, it is possible to construct a synchronization 
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expression for the given language. In the general case, we study a language family, 
namely the well-formed languages, defined in [lo]. The authors of this paper conjecture 
that the well-formed languages are generators of synchronization languages. We show 
that this family does not suit and that the answer to the first conjecture is negative in 
the general case. The counter-examples show that it is necessary to extend the rewriting 
system R. 
2. Preliminaries 
In the following C is the used alphabet; U, v and w are words in Z*. We shall 
denote by [WI the length of the word w, by 1~1, the number of occurrences of the 
letter a in the word w and by aZph(w) the alphabet of this word. 
We denote by F(w) (respectively U’(w)) the set offactors (respectively leftfactors) 
of the w, i.e. 
F(w)={uEC* ]3u,v’EC*, w=vuv’}, 
LF(w)={uEZ:* 13oEC*, w=uu}, 
and if L 2 C*, we extend these definitions by 
F(L)= u F(w), P(L)= lJ P(w). 
WEL WEL 
A language M is a factor of a language L if there exists two languages L1 and L2 
such that L=L, .M.L2. 
We denote if(L) the set of iterating factors of L, 
zy(L)={uEC* 13v,wEC*, vu*w~L}. 
We denote by n,(w) the projection of the w over the subalphabet Y, i.e. the image 
of w by the homomorphism IZr which is defined by 
‘VX E C, if XE Y then fly(x) =x, else IZr(x) = F 
u u v is the sh@e of the two words u and v, i.e., 
UU U={U1vlU*uZ...ununIuiEC*, vjEC*, u=uiu2...u,, v=uiv2...u,}. 
Let us consider a rewriting system R. We shall write u -;r’u if there is a rule 2 -+ b 
in R and two words w and w’ such that u = WLXW’ and v = w/~w’. 
We shall write u d u if there are words wi, ~2,. . . , w, (n 2 1) such that Wl =u, 
w, = v, and for each i <n, Wi T Wi+l. Then we shall write that there is a derivation 
from u to v, and the integer n - 1 is named the derivation length. 
When we have u -$ v with a known derivation length n, we shall also write: u * c. 
When we have u $ v and v $ u we shall also write u $+ v. 
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We denote OR = {ue C* 
3. Synchronization expressions 
3.1. Synchronization expressions description 
Synchronization constructs developed in the parallel programming language ParC 
relieve the programmer of implementing synchronization constraints, he just has to 
specify necessary constraints. Expressions over statement tags named synchroniza- 
tion expressions express the constraints. This construct allows to elaborate a parallel 
language based on a sequential language without any change of the structure of the 
language, so this approach is very interesting. 
In ParC, the programmer has high-level constructs for expressing parallelism (see 
[7]): statements PEXEC (execution of several statements in parallel) PFOR (parallel 
FOR without synchronization constraints) and synchronization: SFOR (parallel FOR 
with synchronization constraints), statement tags which identify the execution of a 
statement and synchronization expressions over tags. 
In ParC, blocks of statements can be tagged and tags have to be declared like 
variables. 
Example 3.1. 
tag T; 
. . . . . . . 
T c.............. : : 
<block of instructions> 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
) 
. . . . . . . . 
The choice of tags as base of synchronization expressions is interesting because: 
_ the size of the grain can vary, 
_ there is no need to modify the program to express synchronization constraints, 
_ it is very easy to modify constraints. 
Synchronization expressions allow to describe the behaviour of the application: a 
statement can be executed immediately if its execution satisfies constraints described 
by the expression, if it does not, then the execution is delayed. 
A synchronization expression may be: 
1. a statement tag or E for no action, 
2. if el and e2 are synchronization expressions: 
- (el --f e2) which imposes that the execution of e2 starts only after the end of the 
execution of el, 
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- (er )I e2) h’ h 11 w rc a ows the executions of er and e2 to overlap. Because of the 
definition of (I, a same statement tag cannot appear in both operands of I/, 
- (el 1 e2) which specifies that either er or e2 can be executed but not both, 
- (er &ez) which imposes that the execution satisfies both expressions er and e2, 
- (e;) which allows the execution of er to be repeated an arbitrary number of times. 
Example 3.2. Let us consider the following constraints: statements c and d can be 
executed only after the end of a and b but there is no synchronization constraint 
between a and b and between c and d, so this leads to the expression (a 11 b) -+ 
Cc II 0 
Example 3.3. A statement b can be executed only after the end of a statement a and 
a statement d can be executed only after the end of the statements a and c, this can 
be represented by the graph: 
This corresponds to the expression ((a + b) II (c 4 d)) & ((a --+ d) II b 11 c). 
Formally, the set of expressions over an alphabet Z, denoted by SE(C) is inductively 
defined by: 
Definition 3.4. 
W9C(CU{+,&, I> II,*,L~)~* 
the smallest set such that: 
c u {a} C SE(C), 
vel,e2EW9, (el +e2), (el Ie2), (el &e2), (e:)EWQ, 
Vel, e2 ESE(C) such that afph(el) n at”h(ez) = 0 (with a&h(e) the set of tags used 
to write e), (er Ile2)ESE(C). 
3.2. Synchronization languages 
Synchronization languages are regular languages associated to synchronization 
expressions, these languages give a precise semantic description of synchronization 
expressions and give a method to implement expressions: in ParC, the execution of a 
program is controlled by an automaton which recognizes the language corresponding 
to the expression written by the programmer. Moreover, in a practical way, a compiler 
would be able to test whether two expressions are equivalent (the associated languages 
are equal), whether they contradict each other (the intersection of the associated lan- 
guages is empty) or whether one is more constrained than the other (one associated 
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language is included in the other), in order to be able to check the consistency of 
programs. 
The language associated to an expression describes all the executions which respect 
the synchronization constraints expressed by the expression, it corresponds to the set of 
execution traces. From an expression ~ESE(Z), we construct L(e) G (C, UCt)* with 
C, and C, defined by 
Definition 3.5. Let C be a finite alphabet. The alphabets C, and Ct are defined by the 
relation: 
To each action labelled by a letter a, there are corresponding letters a, (s meaning 
start) and a, (t meaning termination) which indicate the start and the termination of 
the action a. Words of a synchronization language show the duration of actions as well 
as their real concurrency. 
Definition 3.6. Let .Z be the alphabet of tags. We define the synchronization language 
L(e) C (C, u Et)* associated to a synchronization expression e E SE(C) by 
- L(E)=&, 
- VaEC, L(a) =a,af, 
- if e=et --+e2 then L(e)=L(et).L(ez), 
_ if e = et 1 e2 then L(e) = L(et ) uL(ez), 
- if e=er &ez then L(e)=L(ei)nL(ez), 
_ if e=ei (1 e2 then L(e) =L(ei) LU L(ez), 
- if e = e: then L(e) = (L(el))*. 
Clearly, by construction, synchronization languages are regular languages, moreover, 
they are St-languages: 
Definition 3.7. A word u C (Zc, U Ct)* is a St-word if and only if for each XE C, 
~{X,X,}(~) c (M)*. A language L C (C, U C,)* is a St-language if and only if each 
word of L is a St-word. 
Example 3.8. For e = a I/ b we obtain the language: 
L(e)={aabb abab abba baab baba bbaa}. s t s t, s 9 t t, s s f t, s s t t, s s f t, s f s t 
3.3. Synchronization languages characterization 
In [9], it is asked whether synchronization languages can be characterized in terms of 
languages closed under a rewriting system. The following rewriting system is defined 
there: 
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Definition 3.9. The rewriting system R over an alphabet C is defined by R = RI U R4 
with: 
- RI g (Z, u C,)* x (C, U ,!I:,)* contains all the rules q, r2, r3 for every a, b E C, a # 6: 
t-1 : asbs H bsas 
r-2 : atb, ++ b,a, 
r3 : asbt --) btas 
~ R4 g (C, u &)* x (C, U E,)* is defined in the following way: 
for each sequence al ,..., am,bl ,..., 6, of pairwise distinct elements of C with 
m, n 3 1, R4 contains the rule 
all.. . amrals.. . amsblt . . bntbls.. . b,, c) bl, . bntbls.. . bnsalt . . . amtals.. . ams. 
It is shown in [9] that 
Proposition 3.10 (Guo, Salomaa and Yu [9]). An arbitrary synchronization language 
defined over C is closed under the rewriting system R. 
and it is conjectured that: 
Conjecture 3.11 (Guo, Salomaa and Yu [9]). An arbitrary regular St-language de- 
fined over C and closed under R is a synchronization language. 
The family of synchronization languages is interesting for itself, so the proof of 
Conjecture 3.11 would give us a new characterization of this family. It would allow 
us to decide if a given language is a synchronization language, since closure under R 
is decidable for regular languages using diamond properties of the minimal automaton 
like in [4]. This paper is devoted to the study of this conjecture. 
4. Languages defined over alphabets of two actions 
We first show that Conjecture 3.11 is satisfied in the case of languages defined over 
alphabets of size four corresponding to two actions. We can suppose that Z: = {a, b}. 
4.1. Generator of u regular St-language closed under R 
We denote M = (aSat + b,b, +aSbS(atuS)*(btb,)*atbt)*, and we extract generators of 
synchronization languages from this language. The idea is to construct synchronization 
languages with elementary words: asat and b,b, represent the executions of an action a 
and an action b and a factor a,b,(a,a,)J’(b,b,)~a,b, represents one of the most parallel 
executions of p + 1 actions a and q + 1 actions b. 
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We show that any St-word can be obtained from a word of Ml, using R. It is easy 
to see that: 
St-word . . uk such that for each i, 
1 <i<k, ui has no proper st left factor, which is equivalent to ui ~(a,a, + b,b, + 
(aSbS + b,a,)(a,a, + b,b,)*(a&, + bat)). 
Now we show that: 
Lemma 4.2. A word UE (as + a, + b, + bt)* is a St-word tf and only tf there exists a 
word VCZM such that u&v. 
R 
Proof. Clearly, the condition is sufficient, since M is a St-language and since the 
system R keeps the St-property. 
Conversely, let us show that words in {afat, b,b,} UN (with N = (a,b, + b,a,) (a,a, + 
btbs)*(atbr + blat)) satisfy the property. 
If u = asar or u = b,b, then u E M, the property is verified. 
If UEN, 
u~(a&, + b,a,)(a,a, + btbs)Yatbr + blat> 
* Irl 
aSbS(ata, + b&)“(& + &al) 
* I r2 
a&data, + bJ,)“ah 
*/R4 
v = a,bS(ata,)P(bfb,)m-Patbt 
u 2 v, u E M and, since all the rules used in the derivation are symmetrical, v $-+ u. 
s”, St-words which have no proper st left factor satisfy the property. 
Let us consider an arbitrary St-word u~(a, + a, + b, + bt)+. There exists only 
one factorization into St-factors u = utu2 _. . u, such that for each iE { 1,2,. . . n}, the 
word ui has no proper st left factor. We have shown in the previous lemma that 
ui E {a,a,, b,b,} UN so there exist VI, ~2,. . , v, such that for each i E { 1,2,. . . n}, vi E M 
and vi$+Ui, SO the word v=v~v~...v, is in m/o* and v$+u. 0 
Corollary 4.3. Let L C (as + a, + b,? + b, )* b e a regular St-language closed under R. 
Then there eflectively exists a regular language K C Ml such that L = f&(K). 
Proof. It is sufficient to take K = L n Ml: L n Ml is regular because L and M are both 
regular. According to the previous lemma, for each word u~L, there exists u E M 
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such that u $-+ v. Since L = JR(L), we have UE L so each word of L is the image 
t.mderfRofawordofLnkU. 0 
Now we prove the converse of this corollary using several technical lemmas. Let us 
first show that the closure under R of a regular language L C M is regular. In particular, 
we can factorize the computation of the closure under R into two steps using first the 
system R4 and second the system RI. 
Lemma 4.4. For each st-language L C (a, + a, + b, + bt)*, fR(L) = fR, o fR,(L). 
Proof. It suffices to consider 
and the last RI derivation step involving ata,btbs, which can be wia,bt 2 wjbtal or 
a,b,wi $-+ b,a,wG. But neither the factor b,a,b, nor the factor asbtas can occur in a 
St-word. There is a contradiction. 0 
The computation of the closure under R can be factorized into two stages, the first 
stage is the computation of the closure under Rd. We show that the closure under 
R4 of a regular language is regular using a property of iterating factors of Ml. More 
precisely, we use the following result [4]: 
Theorem 4.5 (Clerbout, Latteux and Roos [4]). Let 0 be a semi-commutation over 
the alphabet X and L C C* be a regular language. If for each u E if(L) the restriction 
of the non commutation graph of 6 to the alphabet of u is strongly connected then 
fe(L) is regular. 
Lemma 4.6. Let L be a regular language included in M. Then fQ(L) is u regular 
language. 
Proof. Let X = {x, y,as,at, b,, b,}, h the morphism defined by h :X + (C, U Z,)* 
x + ata, 
y-+b,b, 
4 + 4 
4 --) 4 
b, + b, 
b, + b, 
and the rewriting system R’: xy ++ yx 
Clearly h o fR’ oh-‘(L) = f%(L). L is regular therefore the image of L under a in- 
verse morphism, h-‘(L), is regular. 
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The system R’ corresponds to a partial commutation whose non commutation graph 
is 
We have seen above that x and y can only be neighbours in a word of h-‘(L) in a 
factor a,b,xiyja,bt, so in a word of h-‘(L), there is no iterating factor containing only 
x and y. Each iterating factor of h-‘(L) is connected so according to Theorem 4.5, 
f~l oh-‘(L) is regular and its image under a morphism h o fRt oh-' is regular. 
We conclude that if L C M is regular, its closure under R4 is regular. 0 
The two previous lemmas allow us to deduce: 
Lemma 4.7. The closure under R of a regular language included in M is regular. 
Proof. According to Lemma 4.4 OR = f~, o f14(L). Since L C (asat + b,b, + asbs 
(ata,)*(b,b,)*atbt)*, j&(L) C (asat +b,b, +a,b,(a,a, +btbs)*a,b,)* moreover, accord- 
ing to Lemma 4.6, &(L) is a regular language. 
The rules of RI correspond to a semi-commutation whose non commutation graph 
is. 
The language f&(L) is regular and the alphabets of iterating factors of ARK are 
{a,, a,}, {b,, b,} and {a,, a,, b,, b,}. The restriction of the non commutation graph to 
the alphabet of each iterating factor of ARK is strongly connected so, according to 
Theorem 4.5, fR, o fR4(L) is regular. 
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Therefore we conclude that if L C k? is regular then fR(L) is regular. 0 
Corollary 4.3 and Lemma 4.7 allow us to enunciate: 
Proposition 4.8. Let L C (a, + at + b, + bt)*. L is a regular St-language closed under 
R if and only if there exists a regular language K C M such that L = fR(K). 
4.2. Factorization of a regular &language closed under R 
In this section we use a factorization of a regular language L in order to built a 
synchronization expression e such that L = L(e). During the first stage we factorize a 
language included in M into union, product and star of elementary languages. 
Lemma 4.9. Let K,L,,Lz and L3 be regular languages with K C (LI +Lz +L3)*. Then 
K curt be expressed as a regular expression over regular subsets of Li, 1 <i<3. 
Proof. Let h:C* + S be a homomorphism to a finite monoid recognizing K, and 
let K = hh’(S’). Let also q5 :S* 4 S denote the canonical homomorphism given by 
~(sIs~) =stsz, and let CJ : S* + C* denote the (regular) substitution given by G(S) = 
(LI + L2 + L3) f? h-‘(s). It can be easily verified that K = ~$4~‘(S’)) holds. Moreover, 
applying cr to a rational expression for +-‘(S’) yields the claim. q 
So a regular language KC MI can be expressed as product, union and concate- 
nation of elementary languages which are regular subsets of a,a,, b,b, or a,b,(ata,)* 
(btb,)*atbt . In the factorization of a language included in M into elementary languages, 
asat and b,b, are clearly synchronization languages corresponding to the expressions 
a and b. In order to associate a synchronization expression to the closure of a regular 
language included in usbs(utus)*(btbs)*utbt we have to start a new factorization. Let 
us first show that the closure under R of the language usbs(uras)kl((urus)k2)*(btb,~)~~ 
((btb,)k4)*atbt(ki 20 pour i = 1 , . . . ,4) is a synchronization language. 
Lemma 4.10. Let L be a regular language with L =asbs(ata,)k’((ata,)k’)*(brb.~)ki 
((btbs)k4)*atbt then 
and fR(L) is a synchronization language. 
Proof. It iS dear that fR(L) & Ii’,,,,,)(L) u “1 &b,)(L). For the converse, we first show 
that for each word u=a,b,(a,a,)P(b,b,)qa,b, with p,q b 0, IZ{,j,,,)(u) w n{t,,b,}(u) 
C fR(u) by induction on the length of u. When IuI =4, fR(u) = {asatbsbt,asbsatbt,ash, 
ba baab baba bbaa}=a,a, t t, s s t t, s s t t, s t s t LU b,bt. Suppose that for each u such that Iu( fn, 
if w E n{,X,,,j (u) u n{b,,b,}(u) then w E fR(u). Consider u such that 1111 =n + 2 and 
w E fl{%,U,) (U)Lu 17{b,,b,}@+ 
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According to Claim 4.1 we can factorize w in St-words which have no proper st 
left factors: w = WI w2 . . . wk, with wi = U$U~ or wi = b,bt or wi E (Q, + bsas)(ata, + 
U%)*(G, + k,). 
Clearly the property holds when k = 1. So we just have to consider k > 1. 
- If w1 = usat and p=O it is easy to see that one can move a, to the left. If 
p # 0, u~u~ulu~b~(ulu~)P’(btb,)‘atb,, by induction hypothesis wz . . . wk E fR(u,bs 
(u,us)P-l(btbs)qatbt), so w E fR(u). 
- If w1 = b,b, and q = 0, it is easy to see that one can commute a, and b, and move 6, 
to the left. If q # 0, u 2 u,b,b,b,(utu,)P(b,bs)~-lulbt 1, b,b,u,b,(u,u,)P(b,b,)q-’ 
RI 
utbt and, by induction hypothesis w2 . . . wk E fR(u,b,(u~us)p(b~b,)q-lutb~), so w E 
fR(u). 
- If wl E (u,b, + bsus)(utu, + btbs)*(atb, + btut) with 1~1 Ius = i + 1 and /WI lb, =j + 1. 
We have seen that u=u,b,(u,us)i(btb,)jatbt $+ w1 (Corollary 4.3). 
u 
u,bs(u~u,)‘(b,b.#+‘(u,a,)P-‘(b,bs)+’utb, 
I r3 
u,b,(u,u,)i(btbs)ibtutbsus(utu~)P-’-’(blb,)q-j-1u,bl 
i r2 
u,b,(u,a,)i(b,b,)iu,b,b~u~(u~u~)~-i-1(b,b,)q-i-1u,b~ 
I r1 
u,b,(u,u,)i(b,b,)ju,btu~bs(utus)P-i-1(b,b,)~-~-1u,b, 
by induction hypothesis ~2.. .wk E fR(u,b,(urus)P-i-l(btbs)q-j-lurbt), 
so +%’ E fR(u). 
So, 
n{a,,a,}(U)U n{bs,b,}(“) c fR(u) 
Moreover for each u E L’{as,a,) (L) and for each u E n{bJ+}(L) there exists a word 
w EL such that n{,*,,,}(w) = u and n{b&,}(w)=u because for each p such that 
(&Q)~ E n{a.T,a,}(L) and for each q such that (b,bl)q E fl{b_b,}(L), &(~,~t)P(bsb~)q 
utbt EL. So 
fR(L)=n{,,a,}(L)U ~(b~,b,>(~)=[(~s~t)k’+1((~,~t>k2)*l~ [(bsb,)k3+1((bsb,>~)*l 
[(~s~t)k~+l((~s~t)kz)*l and [(bsbt)k3f1((b,b,>k4)*l are synchronization languages there- 
fore their shuffle product fR(L) is a synchronization language. 0 
In order to prove that a language L = fR(K) with K c M is a synchronization lan- 
guage, we have expressed K as product, union and star of elementary languages. Now 
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let us show that the closure of an union, a product or a star of two elementary languages 
corresponds to an union, a product or a star of their closure. 
Lemma 4.11. Let Kl, K2 be st-languages, then 
- .f~(Kl + K2 > = .LR(KI > + f~(K2) 
- _LR(KI . K2 I= f~(Kl ).h(K2) 
- f~((Kl)* ) = (f~(Kl I>*. 
Proof. The equality f~(K1 + K2) = f~(K1) + f~(K2) is clear. 
Let K=Kl.Kz. For each u~K,u=vw with VEKI and WEK~. If V=F or W=E 
it is obvious that fR(U) + & f~(Kl).f~(Kz). In the other case, since Kl and K2 are 
st-languages, v = v/.x1 and w = ysw’. No rule of RI allows to commute two letters xy 
and ys in this order. 
On the other hand, we have seen that the rules of R4 can only be applied to factors 
which belong to a,b,(a,a, + b,b,)*atb,. Hence, the letters of v can not commute with 
the letters of w so ~R(u)=~R(v).~R(w). We obtain f&K) =f~(Kl).f~(Kz). 
Let K = (Kl )*. For each u E K, u = ulu2 . . . u, with for each i, ui E K,. Using the 
same method as above, we can show that it is not possible to commute letters of a 
word Ui with letters of a ui+i. Therefore fR(u) = fR(ui).fR(uz). . fR(R(u,). We obtain 
~R(K)=UR(KI))*. 0 
We can deduce from the abovementioned lemmas: 
Lemma 4.12. For every regular language K included in Ml =(a,a, + a,b,(ata,)* 
(btb,)*atbt)*, the language fR(K) is a synchronization language for which we can 
eflectively construct a synchronization expression. 
Proof. According to Lemma 4.9, we know that K can be expressed as product, union 
and star of regular languages Ki with Ki={usu,}, Ki ={b,b,} or Ki ~a,b,(uta,)* 
(bfb,)*u,bt. 
If Ki C usbs(utas)*(b,bs)*utbt, Ki = u,b,Ma,b, with M C (uraS)*(brb,)* SO, according 
to the results of Ginsburg and Spanier [6], Ki is a finite union of languages in the 
form e,bS(a,u,)~((a,u,)k)*(b,bS)‘((btb,)m)*u,b,. Lemma 4.11 allows us to obtain an 
expression of fR(K) based on the expression of K, for each i, we just substitute 
fR(Ki) for Ki. 
Clearly, {a,~,} et {b,b,} are synchronization languages corresponding to expressions 
a and b, and, according to Lemma 4.10, we can associate the expression (uj+’ ---t (ak)*) 
11 (b’+’ 4 (b”)*) to the closure of a language like uSb,(u,u,)j((u,u,)k)*(b,b,)‘((b,bS)m)* 
atbt, which is a synchronization language. 
The language fR(K) can be expressed as product, union and star of a finite num- 
ber of synchronization languages, therefore it is a synchronization language. Moreover, 
using this factorization, we can construct a synchronization expression substituting syn- 
chronization expression for each language, exclusion operator for union operator and 
sequence operator for concatenation operator. 0 
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Remark 4.13. The operator & is not useful when writing synchronization expressions 
with only two actions. 
5. Well-formed languages 
We have given a positive answer to Conjecture 3.11 in the case of languages defined 
over alphabets of two actions. Moreover, we can systematically construct a synchro- 
nization expression corresponding to a given regular St-language closed under R. We 
have used languages included in ~JU as generators of synchronization languages de- 
fined over alphabets of two actions. In the same way, we want to define a family of 
languages which generates the family of synchronization languages in the general case. 
Guo, in his PhD thesis [8], proposes the family of well-formed languages. 
5.1. Dejinitions 
Guo, Salomaa and Yu define in [lo] well-formed rational expressions: 
Definition 5.1. A rational expression CI is said to be well-formed if for all subexpression 
(/?)* of a,P is th e rational expression of a St-language. 
and well-formed languages: 
Definition 5.2. A language is said to be well-formed if it can be defined by a well- 
formed rational expression. 
They have enunciated the theorem: 
Theorem 5.3 (Guo, Salomaa and Yu [lo]). Let L be a well-formed s&language, then 
fR,(L) is a well-formed language. 
and the conjecture: 
Conjecture 5.4 (Guo, Salomaa and Yu [lo]). 
1. If L is a well-formed St-language then fR(L) is a synchronization language. 
2. If L is a synchronization language then there exists a well-formed language M 
such that L = fR(M). 
A language is well-formed if it can be defined by a well-formed rational expression, 
so it is not immediate to decide if a given language is well-formed or not. We first 
propose another characterization of well-formed languages. 
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5.2. Well-formed st-languages characterization 
In order to characterize well-formed languages, we show a property of their iterating 
factors. Let us first enunciate a property of iterating factors of St-languages. 
Claim 5.5. Let L be a St-language over the alphabet C. 
vu E if(L), vx E C, IuIxs = 14, 
We are now going to prove that each well-formed St-language satisfies the following 
condition. Remember that a word u is a conjugate of a word v if there exist ur and 
242 such that U=U~UZ and v=u~ul. 
Lemma 5.6. Let L be a well-formed St-language. Each iterating factor of L is a 
conjugate of a St-word. 
Proof. Let L be a well-formed st-language over the alphabet ES U Ct. There exists 
a rational expression E of L such that for every subexpression (p)* of E, /? is the 
rational expression of a St-language. Consider LS = {w E fi 1 (p)* is a subexpression 
of E}. 
Let u E if(L), then there exist x, y E (C, U Zt)* such that xu*y CL. For each k > 0, 
let vk =x&y. We have also uk =x’wr..w,y with x’, y’ E (C, U Cl)*, n 20 and for each 
iE 1.3, WiELs. 
When k is great enough, we can chose Ix’I>(xI, Iy’l >Iy and n>O. 
X’ WI Yl 
; x I u”’ , Ul ’ u2 , Ul , u2 , I 
I I I 
u 
U u 
The words wi are St-words so 24224 is a left factor of a St-word and for each x E Z 
J7{x,.x,}(~2Ul) E (&XJ”(Xs + &I. 
Since u E if(L), for every x E 2, (ulX, = I&, so for each x E C: 
17{x3,x,}(U2~I 1 E Wd” 
the word ~42241, which is a conjugate of u, is a St-word. 
So we conclude that every u E if(L) is a conjugate of a St-word. 0 
This necessary condition allows us to enunciate the following remark. 
Remark 5.7. Let L = b,(a,at)*a,bt(b,bt)*a,. Remark that 
b,(a,a, )“a,b4b.A Ya, 
*JR4 
b.~a,(btbsUtas)nbtat. 
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Therefore, bsus(btbsu,~s)*btat g f&L). We have found an iterating factor of OR, 
btbsatas which is not a conjugate of a St-word so &(L) is not well-formed. The 
closure under R of a well-formed language is not always a well-formed language. 
Now we show the converse of Lemma 5.6 using several technical lemmas. 
Definition 5.8. Let L C: (Z;. U Cl)*. We define: 
nonst(l) = {x E C 1% EL such that 17{Xs,x,)(~) $ (xsxt)*}. 
Lemma 5.9. Let L, L’ C (C, U &)* such that L is a st-language and Vx E nonst(l’), 
VW EL, 1~1,. # 0. Then for all languages Ll, L2 such that L = L1 . L2, 
(L1 . (L’)* . L2 is a factor of a st-language) H (L1 . (L’)* . L2 is a st-language). 
Proof. L1 . (L’)* . L2 is a factor of a St-language so for every 2.4 in L’, 2.4 is an iterating 
factor of a st-language thus: Vx E C, IZ(s,s)(~) E (x~x,)* or IZIX,,X,)(~) EX&X,)*X,. 
For each U, u’ E L’, u # u’, uu’ is an iterating factor of a st-language so for each x E Z, 
n+,)(uu’) E (xA)* or fl{,,,,)(~~‘) l x&~t)*x,, i. e. if n{Xs,x,)(u) EX~XJ~)*X, then 
n{&.X,}(u’) Q(x&)*x~ + a. 
Therefore for each x E C, ZI(,..,X,>(L’) C (x,xt)* or Zl(Xs,Xl)(L’) Cxt(x,xt)*x, + E. 
The language LI . LZ is a St-language so for each x E C, Zi’{s,X,}(L~ ) C (x,xt)* and 
n{XA,X,)(L~) C: (x&)* or n+,)(b) C (x,x,)*x, and fl{XJ,X,)(L2) CX&G)*. 
For each x E 2, we have to consider two cases: 
1. n,,X!}( L’ C ) _ ( x,xt)*. Since L1 . (L')* . L2 is a factor of a St-language, IZ{,,,)(L1) 2 
(x,xt)* and n{,,,,~(L2) C (x,xt)* so n+,)(Ll .(L’)* .L2) G (xsxt)*. 
2. ZZ+.,l(L’) CX,(X,~~)*X,+E and ZI(X,,X,)(L’) # (6). Since L1 . (L’)* . L2 is a factor of a 
st-language, n{,,,)(b) C (xA)*x, and n(XZ,X~)(L~) Gxt(x,xt)* or fl+,)(Ll) = (6) 
and ~{X,,X,I (Lz) = {E}. By hypothesis, we know that if x E nonst(L’), ‘dw E L, IwI,$ # 0 
this implies that n{X~,x,}(Ll) # (~1 or I{,,,,} # {E} so ~{,,,)(LI ) C (x,xt)*x, 
and q&,x,] CL21 C.4wt)* consequently n{x,,x,jG . CL’>* .L2) G (wt)*. 
So Vx E Z, Il(,,,,)(L, . (L’)* . L2) C (x~x~)*, L1 . (L’)*. L2 is a St-language. 0 
Lemma 5.10. Let (M)* be a factor of a st-language, where M is a well-formed 
language such that each word of M is a conjugate of a St-word. Then M = U:=, d;fi 
such that for all i : 
- fidi is a st-language, 
di and h are well-formed languages, 
If or each x E nonst(difi), for each w E f;:, [WI,* # 0, 
_ nonst(diA) C nonst(di+l fi+l ) for 1 d i <n. 
Proof. M is a well-formed language, so M has a well-formed rational expression. We 
can deduce from this expression a factorization of M. 
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with 1={1,2,... ,n} and for each i and each k, Tirk is a well-formed st-language and 
Ui,k iS a word. 
For each i E I, we denote Ui = Ui, 1 . . . Ui,p,. Since ui is a word of M, Ui is a conjugate 
of a St-word, that is to say: there exists k such that ui = Ui, 1 . . . ulkuifk . . . ui, p, and 
I, 
uik...U;,p,~;,l...uIk is a St-word. 
‘The language ’ TTOU;, 1 . . .24-I u!’ T* r,k ,,k ,,k...U;,p,~~p,T~~U;,l . ..Ul.ku~~~T~k..‘u;,p,T;~p~ ‘Z 
(w* so, since (M)* is a factor of a St-language, u$T$. . . u~,~,T~~~,T~~~u,J . . . u: k 
is a factor of a st-language, moreover since each Ti,k is a st-language and since 
Uik... Ui,p,%,1 ...U:k is a St-word, it is a St-language. 
‘We denote di = kTou;, 1 . . . ~4; k and fi = u$T?~ . . . Ui, pt TTp,. 
By construction, di and f; ‘have well-formed rational expressions for each i so di 
and fi are well-formed languages. 
Thus we get: 
M=Udifi 
iEI 
and we know that for each i, hf;:di is a St-language. 
Now we shall show the two last points of the lemma. Note first that x E nonst(d;f,) 
implies fl{,,,,) (difi) s (xI(xsxl)*xs), since M* is a factor of a St-language. Let w E fi, 
w’ E d;. Then 1~1~~ = 0 implies n{Xs,X,)(ww’) @ (x,x~)*. Contradiction. 
Secondly, suppose for i fj and w E difi, w’ E djfi that x E nonst(w)\nonst(w’) and 
Y E no~~t(w’)\noMw). Then n{xs,x,,n,y,)(~~‘) E ((GG)+ m (ysyt)*).((ytys)+ w 
(xsxt )* ), hence ww’ cannot be the conjugate of a St-word. 0 
Lemma 5.11. Let L be a regular language, factor of a st-language. Zf each iterating 
factor of L is a conjugate of a St-word then L is a well-formed language. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the rational construction of the language. 
If L is finite then L is well-formed. 
If L=M1 +f&. 
For each u E if@41 ), u E if(L) so u is a conjugate of a St-word. L is a factor of 
a St-language so there exist LI, L2 such that LI .L.Lz is a St-language; this implies that 
L, . (Ml + h42). L2 is a St-language, Mt is a factor of a St-language hence, by induction 
hypothesis, A41 is well-formed. In a same way, I& is well-formed. 
If L=M*.M2 
For each u E if(A.4, ), u E if(L) so u is a conjugate of a St-word. L is a factor of 
a St-language, thus, A41 is a factor of a St-language. By induction hypothesis, MI is 
well-formed. In the same way, M2 is well-formed. 
If L = (Iv)* 
For each u E if(M), UE if(L) so u is a conjugate of a St-word. By induction hy- 
pothesis, A4 is well-formed. 
- If h4 is a St-language, since M can be defined by a well-formed rational expression 
E, L can be defined by the rational expression (E)* which is well-formed. Then L 
is well-formed. 
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- If h4 is not a St-language, each word of M is a conjugate of a St-word since 
for all u EM, u E if(L). According to Lemma 5.10, M = lJjG1 d& with for each 
iEI={l,...,n}: 
0 J;:di is a St-language, 
l di and f;: are well-formed languages, 
l tlx f nonst(djfi), VW E fi, IWI& # 0, 
l nonst(difj) C nonst(di+ifi+i ) for 1 d i < n. 
This enables us to construct a well-formed rational expression for (M)* by induction 
on the size of I. 
We know that the set {dif; 1 i E I} IS ordered: nonst(dift ) C nonst(d2bz) C . . . c 
nonst(d,f,). 
If I = { 1) then (M)” = di(ftdi )*fr + E. Since fidi is a St-language and since ft 
and di have a well-formed expression, (M)* has a well-formed expression. 
Suppose that if Z={l,l,. . . , n - l}, (U,,I dif;:)* has a well-formed expression. 
If I’ = I U {n}, (M)* can be written in the form: 
By induction hypothesis (U,,I d&)* has a well-formed expression, thus we can 
obtain a well-formed expression for (M)* if fn(UiG, dif;:)*dn is a St-language. 
We know that f,,d,, is a St-language. For each x E nonst(& d&), x E nonst(d, fn) 
and by hypothesis, for each w E f,,, (WI, #O whence for each w E f,,dn, (w(~, # 0. If we 
apply Lemma 5.9 with L = fndn and L’ = lJjcl diJ we conclude that fn(UiEI diJ;:)*dn 
is a St-language. 
The language (M)* is defined by a well-formed expression, therefore it is a well- 
formed language. q 
Each St-language is a factor of a St-language, so the abovementioned lemma implies 
the converse of Lemma 5.6, which enables us to express the next proposition. 
Proposition 5.12. A regular st-language L is well-formed if and only if each iterating 
factor of L is a conjugate of a St-word. 
This characterization of well-formed languages allows us to show that the closure 
under R of a well-formed language is not always a synchronization language. This 
gives a negative answer to the first part of Conjecture 5.4. 
5.3. Closure of well-formed languages 
Let us consider the well-formed language bs(asat)*c,bt(asat)*q. We show that its 
closure under R is not a synchronization language. In order to prove this, we use a 
technical property of synchronization languages. 
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Lemma 5.13. Let L be a synchronization language over C, U C, with a E Z and c E C. 
Then there exists an integer N such that if (a,a,)Pc,(u,a,)qct EL with p, q >N then 
(a,at)P-l c,(a,at)q+l~I EL. 
Proof. If {p I3q, (asat)Pc,(a,at)qct EL} or {q \3p, (a,ar)Pc,(a,a,)~ct EL} is bounded 
by the value sup, we can choose N = sup. 
If {p / 3q, (a,at)J’c,(a,al)‘7ct EL) and {q ( 3p, (a,a,)PcS(a,a,)qct EL} are not bounded, 
consider the language K =Lrl(a,a,)*c,(a,a,)*~~. The language K, which is an inter- 
section of two regular languages, is a regular language. There exists a finite interval 
F and Cli, pi, yi, 6i E N, i E F, such that: 
K = i$ (wt>al((asat)pi >*c,(a,at)Y’((a,ut)“‘)*ct. 
According to the definition, for each u = (u,ut)PcS(u,ul)qcI EL, u E K so, there exist 
iEF and E,MEN, such that p=Ei+npi and q=Yi+&i. 
Consider N = sUpi,,{ai +6ipi}. If (u,al)PcS(u,ut)~ct EL with p, q > N then p = Cli + 
npi andq=yi+tk$ withn>& ~othereexist p’=ai+(n-6i)/?; andq’=y,+(m+j$)& 
such that w = (a,a,)J”cs(aSa,)~‘ct E K whence w EL. We have 
and 
ai+(n-6i)Bi+(Bis,-l)=p-l, 
Yi+(~+Pi)6j-(~i~i_l)=q+l. 
Since L is a synchronization language, L is closed under the rewriting system R so 
w’ EL, i.e. 
(usat)P-‘cS(asuf)q+‘c~ EL. 0 
Lemma 5.14. Let L be a synchronization language, then there exists an integer Nt 
such that for p, q> NL, !f up4 = b,(a,a,)*c,b,(u,at)qc, EL then up4 = b,7(uSa,)P-‘cSu, 
utbt(u,ut)%t EL. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the construction of the synchronization 
language. 
If L is finite then we can choose NL = sup{p, q 1 upq = b,(a,ut)PcSbt(usut)~cl EL}. 
If L = Ll + Lz, we can choose NL = sup(N~, NL~). 
If L = (LI)*, since ups has no proper St-left factor, we can choose NL = NL, . 
If L = LI .Lz, since up4 has no proper St-left factor, up4 E LI U Lz, we can choose NL = 
sup(Nt, 3 NL~ ). 
If L = Ll n Lz, we can choose NL = sup(N~, NL~). 
If L = Ll u Lz, since L is a synchronization language, aZph(L,) n ufph(L2) = 0. 
_ If {us, b,, c,} C aZph(L1 ), we can choose NL = NL,. 
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_ If {as,bs} C d$z(L~) and {c,} C aW4-b) or {b,,c,} C dph(Ll) and {G} G 
alph(Lz), we can choose NL = 0. 
- If {a,, cS} C aZph(L1) and {b,} C alph(L2) then, if uPq EL = Ll u Lz, &l&L1 j(u) 
= (~~)~c,(~)~c~ and &l,h(&)(u> = Mt. 
According to Lemma 5.13, there exists an integer N such that if (a,at)J’cS(a,a,)qct 
ELM with p, q>N then (a,~~)P-‘c,(a,a~)4’~~~ ELI, so (a,a~)~~lc,(u,a~)q~lc~ u b,b, 
c L1 u L2 that is to say vPq EL. We can choose NL = N. 0 
Counter-example for Conjecture 5.4. The language M = bs(us~t)*csbf(usal)*c~ is an 
example of a regular well-formed St-language whose closure under R is not a synchro- 
nization language. 
Proof. For every p, q E kJ, b,(a,al)Pc,bt(usal)4ct EL =~R(M), but no rule of the 
rewriting system R allows us to obtain a factor csa,atbl in a word included in the 
closure of M so for all p,q E kJ, the word bs(asut)P-‘c,a,u,bt(a,at)4cl +!L. According 
to Lemma 5.14, L is not a synchronization language. 0 
Now we show that we can also give a negative answer to the second part of the 
Conjecture 5.4: there exist synchronization languages which can not be generated by 
any well-formed language. 
5.4. Synchronization languages as closure of well-formed languages 
The characterization (5.12) of well-formed languages allows us to find a counter- 
example for the second part of Conjecture 5.4. 
Counter-example for Conjecture 5.4. The synchronization language L = L([(a 11 b) + 
(a II @*I II id + (c -+ d)*]) is not the closure under R of any well-formed 
language. 
Proof. Consider MI = usbsafbl(asbsufbt)*, M2 = dsdt(csctdsdt)*, LI = _&(MI) and L2 = 
f~(M2) = M2. Clearly, L1 and L2 are synchronization languages corresponding to ex- 
pressions (a (1 b) -+ (a 11 b)* and d --) (c + d)* so L=Ll u L2. 
Let N = asbsds(d~csa,btasb,cId,)*atb,d, 5 Ml u M2, 
We show that there is no subset M of L which is a well-formed language and which 
generates N, i.e. such that NC JR(M). 
For each u E L, ZI{ c,,c,,d,,dl)(u) E M2, whence no word of L contains a factor ctcsdtds, 
dtdsctcs, dtctd,cs or c,d,c,d,. 
For each u EL, I71 n,,a,,~,,b,)(~) E L,, whence no word of L contains a factor atasbtbs 
or bfbsatas because each action a can be executed in parallel with only one action 6. 
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So, for every 1.4 in L, u has no factor which can be used for a rule of Rq: if u -$ u 
then u 2 u. Hence, L = f~, (M). Moreoever, fR, (L) = L. 
Let us denote Mux~, (L) = {u E L 1 Vu E 15, v -f$ u + u % 0). Let us show that 
N & MuxR, (L). 
For each u EN, we search u E L such that v 5 u using a non symmetric rule t-3. 
We show that there exists no word v E L such that u 5 u’ 7 u with r’ : xty, -+ ysx, 
0.Q 
if x # y, i.e. if u --% u’ 7 v then v #L. 
n.0 
IfuEN anduA*_‘then 
r1,rz 
u’ EN’ = (a, IIJ b, w d,).(d,cs.(u,b, + b,a,).(u,bs + b,a,).c,d,)*.(u, w b, u d,). 
Let us suppose that U’ - U. If we use the rule d,c, + c&, or crds 4 dsct to rewrite U’ 
r’ 
into v, v #L since II{ c,,c,,d,,d,)(L) =M2. If u’ = uld,csu,blu,b,c,d,u~ and if we use the 
rule btus + usb, to obtain the word v, then v 6 L since each action a can be executed 
during only one action b. The other cases are similar. 
So, if u E N and if there exists v E L such that v ? u then v c u. 
Hence, N c f,,,,(M) and M &N’. Thus a language which generates L has an iter- 
ating factor f E (dtcs.(utbt + btut).(u,b, + b,u,).ctd,)+, which is not the conjugate of 
a St-word. 
So, there exists no well-formed language M 2 L such that L = fR(M). 0 
The family of well-formed languages is not a family which generates the family of 
synchronization languages. 
6. Regular St-languages closed under R 
The language M = b,(u,u,)*csb,(a,ut)*cr that we used as a counter-example for the 
first part of Conjecture 5.4 can also be used as a counter-example for Conjecture 3.11. 
Counter-example for Conjecture 3.11. The language L = f~(bs(u,ut)*csb,(u,u,)*c,) is 
a regular St-language closed under R which is not a synchronization language. 
Proof. We have shown that L is not a synchronization language. However, L is a 
St-language closed under R so we have to prove that L is regular. 
When we compute L = fR(A4) we can not use the rules of Rd: in fact, it is not pos- 
sible to obtain a factor x,~~y,y, with x # y since Vu EL, I& = julb, = I& = I&, = 1. 
So fR(M) = fR, (M) and L is the closure of M under the semi-commutation defined 
by the rules of RI. 
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For each u E if(M), a&h(u) = { a,,~~} so the non commutation graph of u 
as - at 
is strongly connected. Each iterating factor of A4 is strongly connected. The closure 
under a semi-commutation of a regular language whose iterating factors are strongly 
connected is regular (see Lemma 4.5), the closure under RI is thus regular. 
Therefore L is a regular St-language closed under R but L is not a synchronization 
language. 0 
7. Conclusion 
The rewriting system R does not seem to be sufficient to characterize synchronization 
languages. The counter-examples that we used allow us to express two problems. First 
we are not able to distinguish actions a occurring during an action b from actions 
a occurring during an action c in the language f~(bs(usat)*c,bt(a,at)*ct). Secondly, 
projections over subalphabets of two actions do not satisfy any projection property as 
shown in the following example: 
Example7.1. Let u=ab.cabbbbaccabc and v=abcccabbbbaabc SSSttStSStSttt SSStSttSISSttt 
ababbbbaab*abubbbbaab s s t t s t s s t t SSttSlSStt 
I 
wwtwtwwt T wswswdwt 
bcbbbbccbc++bcc.cbbbbbc SStStStStt s s t s t s t s t t 
but u cannot be rewritten into v using the rewriting system R. 
Nevertheless, the semantic of synchronization expressions makes we think such prop- 
erties exist. 
Thus the rewriting system R needs to be extended. We think that the new system 
has to satisfy a projection lemma like 
(U + u> @ (bb E c, n{a,,a,,b,,b,}(U) $ n{wd,,b,}(U))~ 
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